
Stepping aside for a post conflict regeneration

I  pose  myself  the  question  how  to  avoid  the  inevitable,  the  escalation  of  several
international crisis leading to the next world conflict. In order to look for an answer I do
not apply my rationality alone or fall into the deadlocks of academic notions, I will try to
reason with my heart, in a state in which I have nothing to lose nor gain, in a position
that makes myself most neutral and, most importantly, ready to die in peace.

Today it is again the rise of indignation at the very core of problems. It is not so much
about power nor about the corruption of the latter. Media itself with its algorithms that
are  quite  out  of  human  control  instigate  our  senses  and  polarize  them.  Politicians
themselves are conducted by this form of indignation generated polarities. To begin
with then what is needed is a great doctor able to heal the so susceptible human being.

At the core, once again it is the self contaminated by a stream of news which at first
were streams flowing from everywhere but now have been strictly channeled and they
cannot be easily crossed. Thus on one side of the channel is one polarity and on the
other side the opposing polarity. The channel itself does not allow middle grounds and
the conflict will happen. In this respect we can't really bring doctors to the two opposing
crowds to heal their fanaticism as only blood and revenge seem the way the quarrel can
be solved.

The channel ought to be understood from what it is, not the flow of life but an electric
stream detached from life itself. It is from this detachment that we are not able to value
a reality we have completely left behind. Reality in itself at this point can only be sought
from within us more as a reminiscence of our lost human nature. It is connecting to this
primary source that we might be able to recover our humanity and see the planet not
circumscribe in the heat of the now but as the result  of the time past,  present and
future in once.

What is all this constant absurd mess that humans, in all their scientific arrogance are
still able to provoke? Removing and dislocating us into a more natural dimension is the
key to provide the future hope. Not so much then all these philanthropy take too literal
and boosting more discrepancies and future suffering.  What is needed is an humble
stepping  aside  from  either  of  the  opposing  crowds,  and  whatever  side  destiny  has
placed us. Only at the very edges we can restart and one day meet the opposing edge
for reunification.

We ought to escape the absurdity of conflict but conflict itself seems only inevitable
with the unfair distribution of human resources and the dependence of modern humans
on their global distribution. By stepping aside however, automatically these needs or



most  of  them  become  drastically  ephemeral.  There  is  already  a  surplus  and  it  is
everywhere enough to  sustain  us  in  our  marginalization  on  the look  out  for  a  post
conflict regeneration. 

The nationalization and the build up of the two opposing armies stampede anything
poetic. It  is our duty to rescue all  the small living poetics. Humans caught up in the
magnetic field of the electric stream cannot but fight with one another and bring with
them like magnet themselves the most of the human population. It is already happening
but already some people are stepping aside and in them our hope is placed.


